2014-15 B.Xtreme Required Shoes, Hair and Apparel

Creative Movement:
Shoes: 1. Light pink split-sole ballet shoes (We prefer the ones we sell as they are a stretch shoe and do not have string ties which have to be tied and tucked in the shoe during class time)

B/T Combo:
Shoes: 1. Light pink split-sole ballet shoes (We prefer the ones we sell as they are a stretch shoe and do not have string ties which have to be tied and tucked in the shoe during class time)
   2. Black junior patent leather tap shoes with the required tap elastics if not already attached.
Apparel: black or light pink leotard, ballet skirts, short tutus, light pink tights

B/T/J Combo:
Shoes: 1. Light pink split-sole ballet shoes (We prefer the ones we sell as they are a stretch shoe and do not have string ties which have to be tied and tucked in the shoe during class time)
   2. Black junior patent leather with the required tap elastics if not already attached. Oxford tap shoes may be worn as well. (Usually after a size 2 or 3 we fit into an oxford shoe)
   3. Tan “Bloch” jazz shoes are only required if the class will be learning a jazz dance for recital. Instructors will know in November if they will need jazz shoes. Students often wear them in class for the jazz section however, so you may purchase them, if you’d like, for Sept. classes.
Apparel: Any colored leotard, ballet skirts, form fitting tank tops, crop top, jazz shorts or jazz pants are acceptable for class. Play clothes are not allowed unless they are stretch.
TAN TIGHTS MUST BE WORN! (Taps do not go on with bare feet)

J/T Combo:
Shoes: 1. Black junior tap shoes with the required tap elastics if not already attached.
   2. Tan “Bloch” jazz shoes.
Apparel: Any colored leotard, ballet skirts, form fitting tank tops, crop top, jazz shorts or jazz pants are acceptable for class. Play clothes are not allowed unless they are stretch.
TAN TIGHTS MUST BE WORN! (Taps do not go on with bare feet)

Hip-Hop/Pom and Hip-Hop:
Shoes: Flat soled tennis shoes. For Recital you will need black, black/with or black/gray tennis shoes.
Apparel: Sweatpants, shorts, t-shirts, tank tops, crop tops or jazz shorts are acceptable for class.

Track A (3rd-4th grade) and Track B (4th-6th grade)

Shoes:
Ballet-light pink split-sole canvas shoes.
Tap-black oxford tap shoes.
Contemporary/Lyrical-barefoot

Apparel:
Ballet-Black leotard and pink tights. Ballet skirts may be worn. Ballet sweaters and sweater leggings may be worn in the cold weather.
Jazz-Form fitting tank tops, crop tops, leggings and jazz shorts. ABSOLUTELY NO T-SHIRTS ARE ALLOWED.
Tap-shorts, jazz shorts, tank tops, crop tops, t-shirts.
Contemporary/Lyrical-Form fitting tank tops, crop tops, leggings and jazz shorts. ABSOLUTELY NO T-SHIRTS ARE ALLOWED.

Hip-Hop- Sweatpants, shorts, t-shirts, crop tops, tanks and jazz shorts.

Track C (13 yrs. and up)

Shoes:
Ballet- Light pink split-sole ballet shoes. Pointe will begin late Sept. or Oct. Pointe shoes will need to be purchased before then in Omaha at Bobby’s Dancewear.
Tap- black oxford “Bloch or Capezio” tap shoe.
Jazz- “Bloch” tan jazz shoe
Contemporary/Lyrical- half-soles

Hip-Hop- black, black/white or black/gray tennis shoes are needed for recital. Any flat soled tennis shoe will work for class.

Apparel:
Ballet- Black leotard and pink tights. Ballet skirts may be worn. Ballet sweaters and sweater leggings may be worn in the cold weather.
Jazz- Form fitting tank tops, crop tops, leggings and jazz shorts. ABSOLUTELY NO T-SHIRTS ARE ALLOWED.
Tap- shorts, jazz shorts, tank tops, crop tops, t-shirts.
Contemporary/Lyrical- Form fitting tank tops, crop tops, leggings and jazz shorts. ABSOLUTELY NO T-SHIRTS ARE ALLOWED.
Hip-Hop- Sweatpants, shorts, t-shirts, crop tops, tanks and jazz shorts.

Boys:

Shoes:
Ballet- black ballet shoes, black socks
Jazz- black or tan jazz shoe depending on the recital costume.
Contemporary/Lyrical- barefoot
Tap- black oxford tap shoes.

Hip-Hop- black, black/white or black/gray tennis shoes are needed for recital. Any flat soled tennis shoe will work for class.

Apparel:
Ballet- Black formed-fit biker shorts, Under Armor shirts, (V-or scoop neck) or tank tops in black or white.
Jazz- Under Armor shirts, tank tops and shorts
Contemporary/Lyrical- Under Armor shirts, tank tops and shorts
Hip-Hop- Sweatpants, shorts, t-shirts
Tap- Shorts, t-shirts

Hair
Creative Movement, Combo Classes: Hair needs to be pulled away from the face in a pony-tail, bun or with a head band.
Ballet- Hair needs to be pulled back in a classical ballet bun. All parents of ballet dancers ages 5-12 need to understand how to create a true ballet bun. Please follow the link below when creating the ballet
bun. All ballet dancers ages 13 and up should follow the link as well and be able to create the classical bun on their own.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urVPCuuEYj8

Tap, Jazz, Contemporary/Lyrical, Hip-Hop: hair needs to be pulled away from the face.